CASE STUDY

PREMIER FOODS

Turnkey Consulting helps
Premier Foods secure
their sap systems during a
business divestment
Business profile

Challenge

As one of Britain’s largest food
producers, Premier Foods is committed
to being ‘The Best in British Food’.
They supply a range of retail, wholesale,
foodservice and other customers with
some of Britain’s best loved brands,
including Ambrosia, Batchelors, Bisto,
Hovis, Loyd Grossman, Mr. Kipling, Oxo
and Sharwood’s. The company employs
around 9,000 people operating from
over 40 sites across the country. (Source
- Annual report 2012)

When the Hovis divestment was
announced Premier Foods had a short
timescale in which to ensure that all
the correct SAP security authorisations
would be in place from day one, for
both companies. Premier Foods had
to carve out the Hovis brand and
migrate Hovis users, roles and data
access from the Premier Foods SAP
environment onto a separate system.
After the divestment, Premier Foods
had a Technical Service Agreement
(TSA) with the new owners, to provide
on-going support while the systems
were migrated over.

In April 2014 Premier Foods reached
an agreement with The Gores Group,
a private investment firm, to operate
the bread business as a stand-alone
joint venture trading as Hovis Limited.
This divestment helped release
new investment but brought with it
challenges for both organisations in
transitioning the SAP systems.

“We have worked
with Turnkey before
and trust them to
get the job done.”
KHALID KHAN,
PREMIER FOODS’ SAP APPLICATION
SECURITY LEAD

Khalid Khan, Premier Foods’ SAP Application Security Lead, explains: “We had a
challenging time frame to get security systems in place once the divestment was
announced, and this was on top of our existing workload. Due to the additional
burden on my authorisations team we had to get in extra resource, and that’s why
we turned to Turnkey Consulting. We have worked with them before and trust them
to get the job done.”
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Benefits
Security of data: Segregating
the Hovis and Premier Foods
users within Premier Foods
SAP environment kept business
critical data secure following the
divestment. “There is sensitive
information that we wouldn’t want
to share with a third party. That’s
the primary benefit,” says Khan.
Resource augmentation: Working in
collaboration with Turnkey allowed
Premier Foods to meet their resource
needs over a tight timescale in a cost
effective manner.
Meeting legal requirements: It was
an obligation to have Hovis’ data
separate from Premier Foods from
the day of the divestment, and
with Turnkey’s help Premier Foods
achieved this.

Solution

Summary

Segregation and
separating the systems

“The project was a success
and Turnkey Consulting hit all
the milestones. They are very
cooperative and fitted very well into
our team. For me Turnkey is the
forerunner in the area of system
security and controls. They are very
well versed in what’s happening
in the field, with audit, GRC and
compliance tools. They are the
answer when I have anything to do
with security. I’ll definitely be using
them in the future and they are the
first to call for anything in security or
authorisation,” concludes Khan.

On 26 April 2014 Hovis moved
over to the independent company.
Because they did not have their
own SAP system already setup,
in the transition period they
continued to operate on the
Premier Foods’ SAP system.

“The project was a
success and Turnkey
Consulting hit all the
milestones. They are very
cooperative and fitted
very well into our team.”
KHALID KHAN,
PREMIER FOODS’ SAP APPLICATION

It was a legal requirement that
SECURITY LEAD
Hovis’ data had to be separated
from the rest of the Premier
Foods brands. Turnkey Consulting
supported this by ensuring that
access to Premier Foods’ master data and processes was removed from users of the
host SAP system.

“We had two groups of people on our system, one of which was Premier Group looking
at Premier data and the other was Hovis people looking at Hovis data. We had to make
sure that the correct authorisations were in place to ensure that the new owners could
only see their data and not the whole of Premier’s data,” says Khan.
Turnkey then helped Premier Foods separate out the Hovis users and migrate them
onto their new system.
Resourcing – a blended structure
Turnkey Consulting offered Premier Foods a blended delivery model which enabled
a senior Turnkey consultant to focus on the complex tasks while a Turnkey trained
graduate took care of the administrative activities. This allowed Turnkey to provide a
high level of resource at a cost effective price. This arrangement also benefited Turnkey
by developing their junior staff.

“This was a resource fulfilment collaboration we undertook with Turnkey and they
responded quickly. We allowed the graduate to get her hands on our systems, under
the supervision of Turnkey’s experienced consultant. There was a lot of leg work that
needed doing so the graduate did that while the senior consultant focused on the more
complicated stuff,” explains Khan.
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